
High-Pressure Stripped Pump Model 331380 Series Specifications

Pump Model 331380 Series

Model 331380-MA Shown
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High-Pressure Pump Models 331380 Series - Exploded View
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Early Model Pump Tubes - Section ViewPump Model Comparison with Pump Tube
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331380 Model Series Accessories

Delivery versus Discharge Pressure and Air Consumption
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IMPORTANT: Prior to performing any main-

tenance procedure, the following safety pre-

cautions must be observed. Personal injury

may occur.

WARNING

Do not use halogenated hydrocarbon sol-

vents such as methylene chloride or 1,1,1-trichlo-

roethane in this pump. An explosion can result

within an enclosed device capable of containing

pressure when aluminum and/or zinc-plated parts

in the pump come in contact with halogenated

hydrocarbon solvents.

Release all pressure within the system prior to per-

forming any overhaul procedure. 

• Disconnect the air supply line from the pump

motor. 

• Into an appropriate container, operate the

control valve to discharge remaining pressure

within the system.

Never point a control valve at any portion of your

body or another person. Accidental discharge of

pressure and/or material can result in injury.

Read each step of the instructions carefully. Make

sure a proper understanding is achieved before

proceeding.
IMPORTANT: Remove Valve Seat (26)

squarely from the Primer Body. Should the

Valve Seat cock during removal, realign and

start again. Gasket (4) may interfere.

(10-12)

® ™ 
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IMPORTANT: Press on the Ball to ensure it

moves a minimum of 1/8 " (3.2 mm) prior to

contact with the Ball Stop. Should the value

be less, check to ensure the Ball Stop is fully

seated in the Coupling.

Lubricated Components

® ®
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Pump Tubes 337384-A1, B5, C1, F1, and G1 - Section View

23. Apply grease to Piston (15).

•   This will aid the installation process.
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CAUTION

Install the outer component assembly onto the

inner assembly with care. Damage to Seal (19) can

occur.

IMPORTANT: Make sure the flange portion

of the Adapter seats flush against the base of

the air motor. Should a gap exist, inspect the

components of the air motor packing group.
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                           CAUTION  

Install  the  outer  component  assembley  onto  the  

inner assembley with care.  Damage to Seal (19) can

occur.

24. Install the outer component assembley onto the inner

the air motor.

assembly.

• At the same time thread the Adapter into the base of

IMPORTANT: Make sure the flange portion of

• Use a slight twisting motion to pass the Seal.

the Adapter seats flush against the base of the air

motor. Should a gap exist, inspect the components

of the air motor packing group.

25. Install Stop Washer ( 23 ) into the extention.

 26. Install and seat Seal (24 ) [heel end first] into the Valve.

Body ( 25 ).
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WARNING

Do not exceed the lowest pressure rating

of any component in the system.

Do not alter the design of the pump. Never install

addit ional  components to the out let of the

pressurtrol.

Never point a control valve at any portion of your

body or another person. Lubricant discharged at

high velocity can penetrate the skin and cause

severe injury. Should any fluid appear to puncture

the skin, get medical care immediately.

Ensure all components are in operable condition.

Replace any suspect parts prior to operation.

Personal injury can occur. 

WARNING

Should leakage occur anywhere within the

system, disconnect air to the motor. Personal

injury can occur.

Air Line Components
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Loctite, 222, and 242 are trademarks of Henkel Corporation in the U.S. and elsewhere. ® denotes a trademark registered in the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office.

      Added trademark attribution
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